
Reggio Holiday Study
COURSES OF ITALIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

Info about courses

Dante Alighieri University Italian courses are 
available all year long and adopt a method of 
learning Italian based on communication and 
on learning Italian language due to European 
standards. Thanks to our courses you will be able 
to achieve the CEFR European certifications (A1, 
A2, B1, B2, C1, C2).

The courses include lectures, conversation, 
activities and direct contact with the environment 
and people.

We believe that the best way to learn Italian 
language is to live this experience.

To make your study experience even more effective, 
during the course, you can also participate in 
excursions, conferences and tours that will make 
you discover the beauty of Italian language and 
culture.

Reggio Holiday Study
89132 Reggio Calabria (Italy)

Phone: +39 333 7781148 
Fax: +39 0965 622490

www.reggioholidaystudy.it

Contact us

reggioholidaystudy@hotmail.it



Accommodation:

All our apartments are located in the historic center, 2/10 
minutes walk from the University and the beautiful seafront 

that with its clubs and beach animates the permanence of our 
guests. All our apartments are equipped with all accessories, 

TV, washing machine, kitchen, wi fi.

Reggio Calabria

City of nymphs, fairies and heroes: land of spells and enchantments, interpreted by 
great D’Annunzio, celebrated by important English travelers of the nineteenth century

Reggio Calabria powers its magic, suspended between fairytale and reality. The variety 
of landscapes, the greenery, the colours, the scents. The “Mediterranean” of Reggio 
Calabria appears with a surprising diversity of splendours, the seafront is a perfect 
synthesis. Reggio Calabria is a synonym of the sea, sun and unpolluted nature.

It’s a unique place, capable to offer fascinating views and magical sensations 
in every season. Few other panoramas in the world can offer a combination of 
charming and rapidly changing landscapes. Walking along the seafront pampered 
by the sea breeze means to immerse into a fantastic scenery: intense colours of 
the sky and the sea and, in distance, smoking volcano Etna, gives unique and 
unforgettable view.

Prices
 

from September to June

- First month 320€

- Second month 320€

- From the third month onwards 
290€

July or August

- first month 350€

- second month 350€

- from the third month onwards 
290€

The prices of the courses also 
include:

- afternoon seminars

- medical assistance.

- tourist card

 

Our extra services

To make your stay pleasant and 
comfortable, we offer you various 
services full of advantages, such 
as: excursions, accommodation, 
tourist card, private lessons and 
translations, transfer service, tourist 
guide, assistance in obtaining a 
residence permit.


